Whatever the situation, FirstNet gives those who support first responders
– utilities workers like you – the ability to connect and communicate with
emergency personnel every day. And when disaster strikes, you can be
uplifted to priority status, so you can keep the lines of communication open
– when it matters most. Plus, you get:

Highly reliable network coverage

FirstNet gets a head start by launching on the nation’s best network* –
featuring more than 99% population coverage.

Trusted security and resiliency

Designed with heightened security in mind to help resist physical and
cyberthreats. Ruggedized to help withstand power outages and backed by
a dynamic, highly trained disaster recovery organization.

Dedicated support

Your dedicated technical support is available 24/7/365 – staffed with highly
trained professionals who have experience in emergency communications.

Affordable plans with advanced features

So much more than a competitive rate plan – this nationwide broadband
network comes with unique capabilities.

So you can:

• Manage public safety incidents to restore the power grid and water supply
• Track and communicate with relief personnel and emergency vehicles
• Get enhanced situational awareness with innovative apps and devices
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Available

This powerful
broadband LTE
network provides a
highly reliable connection.
This means those who
support first responders are not
affected by throttling anywhere
in the country. And they can be
uplifted in priority when lives are
at stake.

Operable

Experience faster response
times and enhanced situational
awareness with improved
information-sharing across
agencies, disciplines and
jurisdictions.

Innovative

Foster an ecosystem of
innovation, using advanced
technologies, applications and
devices that help first responders
on FirstNet save lives and protect
communities.
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